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Introduction
This GCSE Religious Studies specification continues to be a very popular course, with 
teachers and schools recognising the benefits of an examinable course that both interests 
and educates young people. The variety of choice within the specification allows teachers to 
teach the course that most suits their candidates, and as such, the examination is unique. 
Many schools now study Unit 9 along with another unit in order to access a full course 
GCSE. 

Unit 9 is a study of Christianity that allows candidates to investigate and understand the 
beliefs and teachings of Christianity, which is the majority religion in the UK. The course 
engages the interest of young people, it addresses many moral and spiritual issues affecting 
them today and, importantly, it fulfils all the requirements for the present Key Stage 4 
statutory Religious Education. 

Candidates have achieved a wide range of performance levels, which would be expected 
from an examination that does not have papers differentiated by ability. 

Examiners noted that although there were many formulaic answers, it was clear that the use 
of the skills required in the subject amongst the candidates had also improved. 
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Question 1 (a)(b)(c)(d)
This question is based on Section One in the specification: each of the sub-questions covers 
a different bullet point from the specification.

Question Q1 was slightly more popular with candidates than Q2.

All a) questions ask either for a definition or for examples. 1 a) asks for a definition of 
monotheism. There was a range of ways whereby candidates managed to give correct 
definitions.

b) This question concerned Jesus as the Son of God, the fourth bullet point in the 
specification. Answers needed to include a personal opinion and more-able candidates used 
examples, or religious texts, as development of opinion. 

c) This question required candidates to outline how a local church can show love of others, 
bullet point 11 in the specification. Most candidates were able to give descriptions of the 
various ways, both theological and practical, a church might do this. Some candidates, 
however, did not realise that it was about parish work and discussed the teachings of the 
Church, thus gaining no marks. 

d) This question needed candidates to evaluate a statement regarding whether or not 
Christians should believe that God created the world, and it was possible to use a wide 
range of material to respond to the question. Many candidates used information from Units 
1-7 and provided arguments using the design or causation argument. Most candidates are 
now familiar with the layout of the d) question. They were able to state their own opinion 
and give reasons for it in di), and give an opposite view in dii).  
 
Note: SPaG is Spelling, Punctuation, and Grammar

An example of a full-mark answer
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b) Answers should begin with a statement identifying that the answer is the 
candidate’s own opinion. In this case, the candidate says ‘I would agree...’

c) Ideally, candidates should start a new paragraph with each new reason they 
give on a c) question.

Examiner Comments

a) 2 marks — a fully-correct definition

b)  4 marks 
Personal opinion and two developed reasons 
 
The resurrection story, developed by: only God would have had the power 
The virgin birth only possible for the Son of God, developed by: a gift from God, must be his son

c)  Level 4 — 8 marks 
Three ways given, with one developed 
 
Supporting charities like Christian Aid, developed by: supporting those that suffer and are in need 
Hold fundraising for charities for the homeless 
Support parents through running Sunday schools

di)  3 marks 
One developed reason and one simple reason  
 
Big bang and evolution more likely, developed by:  
evidence to support them being more logical 
Genesis is a guideline to Earth’s creation, not fact 
Other valid reasons are given but the candidate has achieved full marks

dii)  3 marks 
One developed and one simple reason 
 
Fundamentalists believe the creation story is factual, developed by:  
as the Bible is the direct word of God 
The universe must have a beginning, developed by: God is the only being powerful enough to 
create the world

SPaG — 4 marks: high performance

The candidate spells, punctuates and uses grammar consistently accurately with a range specialist 
terms used precisely

Total: 24 marks

Examiner Comments
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This is another example of a high-scoring response.
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In b) questions, reasons need development to gain more than two marks.

Examiner Tip

a) 2 marks — fully correct definition 

b)  4 marks 
Personal opinion and two developed reasons 
 
It was a miracle, developed by: conceived through Virgin Mary 
Only the Son of God could save us from sin, developed by: gave salvation as he died on the cross

c)  Level 4 — 8 marks 
Four ways given 
 
Meet others to discuss faith  
Gives a sense of belonging 
Perform marriage service 
Special clubs (link to love your neighbour shows it is about love of others)

di)  3 marks 
Three simple reasons 
 
The creeds say God is the creator of Heaven and Earth 
God is the Father of all human beings and he created us 
Genesis tells about creation in the Bible

dii)  2 marks 
One developed reason  
 
Only science can answer the question, developed by: earlier reference to the Big Bang 
Note: the belief in God is not linked to the question about creation, so is not creditworthy

SPaG — 4 marks: high performance 
The candidate spells, punctuates and uses grammar consistently accurately, with a range specialist 
terms, used precisely.

Total: 23 marks

Examiner Comments
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Question 2 (a)(b)(c)(d)
This question is based on Section One in the specification: each of the sub-questions covers 
a different bullet point from the specification.

Q2 was slightly less popular with candidates than Q1.

a) This was a glossary definition question for omnipotent. This question was very well-
answered by candidates. 

b) Most candidates were able to state their own opinion and then give a reason as to why 
they believed, or did not believe, that Christians should love their neighbour. However, 
frequently the candidates discussed the New Testament teaching, which did not answer the 
question set. More-able candidates discussed why Christians should love their neighbour and 
developed their answers with examples from religious texts.

c) This question was generally well-answered by candidates; the majority were able to 
explain why the Trinity is important for Christians. However, it was less well-answered 
by candidates who simply described what the Trinity was. Excellent answers were able to 
supply and use quotations from the New Testament. 

d) Many candidates answered this question very well; they gave reasons why Christians 
might need to attend church to achieve salvation, using several examples illustrating how 
salvation can be attained, can be engendered, or otherwise. Low marks were received by 
candidates who did not link their reasons to the examples they gave or who did not realise 
the question was about salvation.

This is a good answer. However, the candidate does not gain maximum marks on c) because 
they give irrelevant information. This response shows that candidates must ensure that they 
read the questions carefully.
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a)  2 marks, fully correct – alternative wording

b)  3 marks 
Personal opinion, with one brief, and one developed, reason 
 
Second most important commandment, developed by: after loving God 
Because of the Golden Rule  
Note that the rest of the answer is not linked to “love your neighbour” and only repeats what the 
Golden Rule says. It does not develop the answer.

c)  Level 2 — 4 marks 
One developed reason  
 
Holy Spirit important as present in everyday life, developed by: helps make right choice 
Note: the rest of the answer is not creditworthy because it is about Jesus and not linked to the 
Trinity

di)  3 marks 
Personal opinion, one developed and one simple reason  
 
Silent prayers can lead to forgiveness: developed by: Jesus’ teaching about praying in private 
Some sins are unforgiveable

dii)  3 marks 
One developed and one simple reason  
 
Priest is the only person who can forgive your sins, developed by: during confession 
The church helps you to stop committing sins

SPaG — 4 marks: High performance

The candidate spells, punctuates and uses grammar consistently accurately, with a range specialist 
terms, used precisely.

Total: 19 marks

Examiner Comments

Using paragraphs for each reason given is very good 
practice.

Examiner Tip
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A full-mark answer
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a) 2 marks — fully correct 

b)  4 marks 
Personal opinion and two developed reasons 
 
One greatest commandment, developed by: how to live a good Christian life 
The parable of the Sheep and Goats teaches if you love your neighbour, developed by: receive 
eternal life

c)  Level 4 — 8 marks 
Three brief reasons, and one developed 
 
God as Three in One 
Taught by the Church 
Sacraments use the Trinity, developed by: the example of baptism 
Note: other valid reasons are given but the candidate has now achieved Level 4

d i)  3 marks 
Personal opinion, one developed, and one simple reason 
 
Saved through good deeds, developed by: the examples 
Some don’t believe in sin

d ii)  3 marks 
One developed and one simple reason  
 
Church provides reconciliation developed by: through confession with the priest 
Church is a means to faith and salvation

SPaG — 4 marks: high performance

The candidate spells, punctuates and uses grammar consistently accurately, with a range specialist 
terms, used precisely

Total: 24 marks

Examiner Comments

d) Candidates should ensure they identify a Christian reason in d) questions, 
because this is required by the question  

Examiner Tip
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Question 3 (a)
Many candidates knew the glossary definition for the Orthodox Churches. However, some 
candidates guessed at other Churches and thus gained no marks.

A full-mark answer

2 marks — correct answer

The candidate receives full marks, before giving 
the example.

Examiner Comments

Thorough learning of the Edexcel key word 
glossary would prevent candidates being 
confused about what the word means. 

Examiner Tip
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This is a typical incorrect answer.

Question 3 (b)(c)(d)
b) Most candidates were able to state their own opinion regarding whether or not Roman 
Catholic priests should be allowed to marry. More-able candidates were able to refer to 
the Catholic arguments for an unmarried priesthood, and examples from alternative faith 
perspectives, as part of their answer. 

c) The majority of answers to this question concerning why apostolic succession is important 
to Catholics (bullet 5 in the specification), were very good. Most candidates were able 
to answer by giving a number of reasons, including development using New Testament 
material. Lower-achieving candidates did not know what apostolic succession was. Some 
included reasons as to why they thought apostolic succession was unimportant, which did 
not answer the question and therefore could not be credited.

d) The question regarding whether or not the Bible is the direct word of God was answered 
well by candidates. They responded either by giving a number of reasons — often linked 
to a specific denomination›s point of view —  or by developing two or three reasons, with 
examples from religious texts.

An example of a candidate’s answer that shows good knowledge but does not contain 
enough information on the c) sub-question.

0 marks — incorrect answer

The candidate gives the key word definition for 
another word.

Examiner Comments

Learn the glossary definitions from the 
Edexcel specification: they may be found 
in Appendix 4.

Examiner Tip
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b)  4 marks 
Personal opinion and two developed reasons 
 
Not being able to raise children in the faith, developed by: purpose of marriage  
Can show love of God when married, developed by: marriage does not lessen your love of God

c)  Level 2 — 4 marks 
Two brief reasons 
 
Jesus chose the apostles 
Catechism teaches about the importance of Apostolic Succession 

d i)  3 marks 
Personal opinion, three simple reasons 
  
Says so in the Church’s teachings 
Bible says it is the Word of God 
Jesus tells us it is the Word of God

dii)  3 marks 
Three simple reasons  
 
Written long ago so bits changed 
People are retelling their experiences 
Could have been translated incorrectly

Total: 14 marks

Examiner Comments

b) Reasons need to be developed in b) questions in order to gain 
full marks. This is easy to do by giving an example, as shown in 
this answer.

Examiner Tip
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This is an example of a full-mark response.
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Question 4 (a)
Most candidates had some idea of the definition of ordination but many did not use the 
glossary definition, which occasionally meant that their response was unclear and could only 
be credited as partially correct.

This is an example of a fully-correct answer.

c) In c) sub-questions the candidate’s own opinion is 
not required.

Examiner Tip

b)  4 marks 
Personal opinion (which gains no marks but is required) and two developed reasons 
 
Priest represents Jesus, developed by: Jesus was unmarried 
Distracted by family life, developed by: not be able to show full dedication

c)  Level 4 — 8 marks 
One fully developed and one brief reason 
 
First Pope appointed by Jesus, developed by: gives authority to Popes today, further developed by: 
has authority to make important decisions 
Makes Catholics feel they are the “right one”

d i)  3 marks 
Personal opinion, one developed and one simple reason  
 
Bible inspired by God  
Some sections not written by an all-loving God, developed by: example of slavery in the Bible 
The candidate goes on to give other valid reasons, which are not required

d ii)  3 marks 
Three simple reasons  
 
Fundamentalists believe science is wrong 
Had a similar religious experience to those in the Bible 
Bible has foretold future events that only God could have written 

Total: 18 marks

Examiner Comments

a) 2 marks — fully correct 
 
The candidate states: becomes a priest.

Examiner Comments
Learn the glossary definition from the Edexcel 
specification. It might help to have these 
visible around the classroom, for candidates 
to learn.

Examiner Tip
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Question 4 (a)
Most candidates had some idea of the definition of ordination but many did not use the 
glossary definition, which occasionally meant that their response was unclear and could only 
be credited as partially correct.

This is an example of a fully-correct answer.

c) In c) sub-questions the candidate’s own opinion is 
not required.

Examiner Tip

b)  4 marks 
Personal opinion (which gains no marks but is required) and two developed reasons 
 
Priest represents Jesus, developed by: Jesus was unmarried 
Distracted by family life, developed by: not be able to show full dedication

c)  Level 4 — 8 marks 
One fully developed and one brief reason 
 
First Pope appointed by Jesus, developed by: gives authority to Popes today, further developed by: 
has authority to make important decisions 
Makes Catholics feel they are the “right one”

d i)  3 marks 
Personal opinion, one developed and one simple reason  
 
Bible inspired by God  
Some sections not written by an all-loving God, developed by: example of slavery in the Bible 
The candidate goes on to give other valid reasons, which are not required

d ii)  3 marks 
Three simple reasons  
 
Fundamentalists believe science is wrong 
Had a similar religious experience to those in the Bible 
Bible has foretold future events that only God could have written 

Total: 18 marks

Examiner Comments

a) 2 marks — fully correct 
 
The candidate states: becomes a priest.

Examiner Comments
Learn the glossary definition from the Edexcel 
specification. It might help to have these 
visible around the classroom, for candidates 
to learn.

Examiner Tip
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Another example of a fully-correct answer.

a) 2 marks — fully correct definition

This is almost the correct glossary wording.

Examiner Comments

Candidates need to know the key terms not 
only because of the a) questions, but also 
because the other sub-questions will use the 
terms within their questions. Learn the glossary 
definition from the Edexcel specification. 

Examiner Tip
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Question 4 (b)(c)(d)
This question is based on Section Two in the specification: each of the sub-questions covers 
a different bullet point from the specification.

Q4 was more popular with candidates than Q3.

b) Candidates were usually able to state their own opinion regarding whether or not 
the Church should have authority for all Christians (bullet 3 in the specification). Most 
candidates were able to give one reason for their opinion, but some found it difficult to think 
of two reasons and their responses were frequently repetitive. 

Candidates who received fewer marks were those who gave vague answers about ‘all 
Christians’, ignoring the first part of the question, rather than answering the question. 
Candidates need to be prepared to answer questions on all of the specification.

c) This question required candidates to explain the role of a priest or minister. The vast 
majority of candidates were able to answer well and usually gave examples that developed 
answers efficiently.

d) Most candidates responded well to the question and were able to state their own opinion 
concerning whether or not all Christians should show devotion to the Virgin Mary. Some 
candidates were not aware of the difference between devotion and worship, and were 
unaware that Roman Catholics do not ‘worship Mary’. This resulted in lower marks.

An example of a full-mark response.
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b)  4 marks 
Personal opinion and two developed reasons 
 
Only authority over spiritual matters, developed by: person decides for self, guided 
by Holy Spirit 
Church may instruct potentially dangerous acts, developed by: example of 
contraception

c)  Level 4 — 8 marks 
Two developed ways 
 
Helps the community, developed by: visit the sick 
Educates about the Bible, developed by: sets up Bible study groups

di)  3 marks 
Personal opinion, one developed and one simple reason 
  
Should not worship false idols, developed by: most important commandment is to 
love God 
Unlike Jesus, Mary was not God

dii)  3 marks 
One simple and one developed reason 
 
Mary intercedes with prayers 
Mary is Holy, developed by: reference to Immaculate Conception

Total: 18 marks

Examiner Comments

Candidates should always try to develop their 
reasons.

Examiner Tip
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This is an example of a candidate who has misread the question in b) and as a result, did 
not gain any marks on the b) sub-question.
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a)  0 marks 
No creditworthy reasons given: the candidate has written about all people in a local church, who 
should be treated equally.

b)  Level 4 — 8 marks 
One developed and two brief ways 
 
Pray for the people in the church, developed by: help them to be forgiven for their sins 
Perform communion 
Perform baptism

di)  3 marks 
Personal opinion, one developed and one simple reason  
 
Chosen by God to conceive Jesus, developed by: special person deserves devotion 
Spent a lot of time raising Jesus

dii)  3 marks 
Three simple reasons 
 
She didn’t stop Him being crucified  
The Virgin Birth is impossible 
It is just a way of explaining how Jesus got there

Total: 14 marks

Examiner Comments

Candidates should be encouraged to read through their 
work after they have completed it, to check that they 
have written what they intended to write and that they 
cannot add anything else to their answers.

Examiner Tip
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Question 5 (a)
Most candidates knew the glossary definition for Lent. Some candidates described what 
happens during Lent and this was not needed.

Some gave definitions about Easter, and these gained no marks.

This is an example of a partially-correct answer — gained by giving examples.

1 mark

Partially-correct 
No reference to Easter, only to fasting

Examiner Comments

Candidates should learn the Edexcel glossary 
of key words.

Examiner Tip
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An example of a fully-correct answer.

2 marks

Fully-correct

Examiner Comments

Candidates are able to receive one mark for 
examples when definitions are required, so should 
be encouraged to learn examples for all of the key 
words.

It is possible that examples will be required in the 
a) questions.

Examiner Tip
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Question 5 (b)(c)(d)
This question is based on Section Three in the specification: each of the sub-questions 
covers a different bullet point from the specification.

Q5 was a much more popular choice than Q6.

b) Most candidates were able to state their own opinion regarding whether or not Christmas 
is a religious celebration. Some candidates gave two opposing opinions and as long as they 
showed that both opinions were their own point of view, they could be credited. Less-able 
candidates described Christmas celebrations and gained no marks.

c) Most candidates were able to identify some features of Roman Catholic churches and 
explained their use. Lower-achieving candidates were not able to refer specifically to 
Catholic features. More-able candidates developed the features, with explanations of how 
and why each feature might be used. 

d) Most candidates responded well to the question concerning the Eucharist and were able 
to give reasons supporting their own opinion. The best answers to this question discussed 
issues such as transubstantiation, remembrance and symbolism. Poorer answers were very 
descriptive and lacked reasoning.

This was an example of an answer that was credited with full marks.
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b)  4 marks 
 
Personal opinion and two developed reasons 
People who don’t believe celebrate it, developed by: more of a national holiday 
People forget the true meaning, developed by: just about gifts

c)  Level 4 — 8 marks 
One simple and two developed reasons 
 
Statues so Catholics can focus their worship 
Altar where mass is prepared, developed by: it focusses the important part of worship 
Tabernacle where the Eucharist is kept, developed by: as it is believed to be the real presence

di)  3 marks 
Personal opinion, three simple reasons  
 
Nothing happens to the bread and wine 
Just remembers the Last Supper 
Remembers Jesus’ sacrifice

dii)  3 marks 
One simple, and one developed, reason 
 
Believe in the real presence, developed by: so believe Jesus is with you 
Believe in transubstantiation

Total: 18 marks

Examiner Comments

c) Responses to an ‘Explain why…’ question, which describes, rather 
than gives reasons, will not reach beyond Level 1 in the mark 
scheme. Teachers should explain to candidates how questions will be 
rewarded for description.

Examiner Tip
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An example of a full mark answer to this question
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b)  4 marks 
Personal opinion and two developed reasons 
 
Too commercialised, developed by: selling specialist products and gifts 
Many religions celebrate features of Christmas, developed by: example of Muslim family

c)  Level 4 — 8 marks 
Two brief and one developed reason 
 
 Altar where bread and wine are prepared 
 Tabernacle for keeping the bread and wine sacred 
 Font for baptism, developed by: reference to the importance of this for Catholics

di)  3 marks 
Personal opinion, and two developed reasons  
  
Remembers the sacrifice, developed by: not just the man 
Belief in real presence, developed by: Jesus with you during the Eucharist

dii)  3 marks 
Three simple reasons 
 
 Jesus just being remembered, nothing else happens 
 “ Do this in remembrance...” 
Nothing special happens to the bread and wine

Examiner Comments

If candidates have time, they should try to give as many 
reasons as they can in case one of their reasons is 
inaccurate.

Examiner Tip
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Question 6 (a)
Most candidates knew the glossary definition for charismatic worship. Some were awarded 
marks for partially correct responses, if they did not indicate the ‘Holy Spirit’ in any way.

An example of a partially-correct response.

An example of a fully-correct answer

1 mark

Partially-correct 
Gives the example of speaking in tongues but there 
is no reference to spiritual gifts or Holy Spirit

Examiner Comments

It is easy to receive full marks on the a)  
sub-questions by learning the keyword 
glossary definitions, provided by Edexcel, 
within the specification.

Examiner Tip

2 marks

Fully-correct

Examiner Comments

Candidates should learn the Edexcel glossary 
definitions, which are in Appendix 4 in the 
specification.

Examiner Tip
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Question 6 (b)(c)(d)
This question is based on Section Three in the specification: each of the sub-questions 
covers a different bullet point from the specification.

Q6 was a more popular choice than Q5.

b) This question was answered well, and most candidates were able to state their own 
opinion regarding whether or not it is important for Roman Catholics to go to Mass, which is 
bullet point 4 in the specification. Some candidates found it difficult and gave answers as to 
whether or not Christians, in general, should attend.

c) This question was well-answered by the majority of candidates. It required candidates to 
discuss why Christians celebrate Easter. The best answers linked their reasons to scripture 
and Church teachings. Answers that did not achieve full marks were those that included 
reasons why Christians observe Lent and Holy Week, but unless these were linked to Easter 
they were not credited. 

d) Most candidates were able to give reasons supporting their view about whether only 
adults should be baptised in di) and reasons for an alternative view in dii). More able 
candidates used examples from the practice of different denominations and quotations 
from Church teachings to support their opinion. Poorer candidate responses simply gave 
arguments for and against baptism and these answers were only credited if they also linked 
to the issue of age/understanding.

This is an example of a candidate response that gains full marks by effective use of 
development.
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In c) sub-questions, candidates should be encouraged to read 
questions carefully. Some responses need to include reasons:

• for

• against

• both for and against 

These will change from question to question.

Examiner Tip

b)  4 marks 
Personal opinion and two developed reasons 
 
Take part in the sacrament of the Eucharist, developed by: reference to 
transubstantiation  
Hear readings from the Bible, developed by: help to understand the meaning of it

c)  Level 4 — 8 marks 
One developed and two brief reasons  
 
Remembers the death and resurrection of Christ, developed by: this was a miracle 
Celebrates life and rebirth 
The day Jesus shown to be the Son of God

di)  3 marks 
Personal opinion, one developed and simple reason  
 
Adults fully understand the promises, developed by: link to sacraments 
Babies cannot decide for themselves

dii)  3 marks 
Two developed and one simple reason 
 
Washes away original sin, developed by: able to go to heaven 
Welcome the child into the Church

Total: 18 marks

Examiner Comments
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This is an example of a response where the candidate did not gain marks in sub-question (c) 
because they included repetition and information about Holy Week, which did not answer 
the question set.
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b)   4 marks 
Personal opinion and two developed reasons 
 
Remember Jesus’ sacrifice, developed by: take the bread  
and wine 
Show love of God, developed by: take the sacrament 

c)   Level 1 — 2 marks 
 One brief reason 
 
 Time to remember Jesus’ resurrection

di)  3 marks 
Three simple reasons 
  
Old enough to know what is happening  
More meaningful as an adult as can understand it 
Jesus was baptised as an adult

dii)  3 marks 
Three simple reasons 
 
Welcomed into the Church 
Faith journey is started younger 
Allows children to feel closer to God

Total: 12 marks

Examiner Comments

If candidates start each reason with a new paragraph 
they can often recognise that the reason they are 
about to write is the same as one they have already 
given, and so can avoid repetition.

Examiner Tip
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Question 7 (a)
Most candidates knew the glossary definition for contemplative life and were awarded full 
marks. However, some candidates guessed the answer, rather than using knowledge, and 
gained no marks.

An example of a fully-correct definition.

2 marks

Fully-correct, even though it is not the Edexcel 
glossary definition.

Examiner Comments

Learn the glossary definitions.

Examiner Tip
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A fully-correct answer, paraphrasing the Edexcel glossary definition.

2 marks

Fully correct

Examiner Comments

Learn the glossary definition from the Edexcel 
specification. 

Examiner Tip
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Question 7 (b)(c)(d)
This question is based on Section Four in the specification: each of the sub-questions covers 
a different bullet point from the specification.

Q7 was a much less popular choice than Q8.

It was noticeable that many of Q7 and Q8 were not complete; candidates should be advised 
to spend about 20 minutes on each question.

b) Better candidates were able to answer this question regarding whether or not Christians 
should show their vocation through their work. Lower-scoring responses did not develop 
their reasons agreeing/disagreeing, or did not know what ‘vocation’ meant, and thus gained 
no marks.

c) Most candidates answered this question well, recognising that this was a question 
concerning whether or not Christians should apply the teachings in the Sermon on the 
Mount to display religion in their daily life. Many candidates referred to examples from the 
news, often explaining in great detail. However, some candidates did this without giving 
reasons and only giving description, limiting their marks to Level 1 — two marks.

d) Most candidates were able respond to the quote relating to community cohesion, but a 
few did not refer to Christianity, so limiting their overall score to a possible three marks out 
six.

Some candidates were able to give their own opinion and reasons for it, but were unable 
to explain why others might disagree with their opinion. It is important that candidates are 
encouraged to discuss fully both their own reasons and those that other people might hold. 

This is an example of a full-mark answer.
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b)  4 marks 
Two developed reasons 
 
Vocations that help others, developed by: the example of a doctor 
What God wants, developed by: through example of a priest

c)  Level 4 — 8 marks 
One developed and two brief ways 
 
Not preaching on the streets, developed by: prayer at home 
Giving to charity anonymously 
Keeping prayers short

di)  3 marks 
One developed and simple reason  
 
Stops racism, developed by: love of others 
Because of the Golden Rule 

dii)  3 marks 
One developed and one simple reason 
 
Leads to believing in other religions 
Need to convert clashes with community cohesion 
It is a distraction from worshipping God

Total: 18 marks

Examiner Comments

Candidates should practice developing reasons. This may be 
done in class by pairing candidates and asking them each to 
write a reason and swap with each other to develop the reason. 

Examiner Tip
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This is an example of a response showing a lack of knowledge in sub-questions b) and c).
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b)  3 marks 
Personal opinion, which has to be given but is not credited: one developed and one brief reason 
 
Have a different calling, developed by: the example of the nurse 
It should be personal

c)  0 marks 
No rewardable material 
 
There are no ways given about displaying religion from the Sermon on the Mount

di)  3 marks 
Personal opinion, one fully developed reason 
 
Teachings of the Parable of the Good Samaritan, developed by: link to helping different religions, 
further developed by: shows that others’ religions can get along

dii)  3 marks 
One developed and one simple reason 
 
Can’t share sense of belonging if others don’t believe in same God, developed by: link to 
monotheism 
Could lead to conflict

Total: 9 marks

Examiner Comments

c) Candidates will be able to check they have written sufficient to gain full 
marks, by using a paragraph for each reason.

Examiner Tip
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Question 8 (a)
Most candidates knew the glossary definition for the evangelical counsels; those that did not 
often guessed incorrectly. 

This is an example of a fully-correct definition.

This is an example of a partially-correct answer.

1 mark

Partially-correct

Two correct vows given

Examiner Comments

Learn glossary definitions.

Examiner Tip

Question 8 (b)(c)(d)
This question is based on Section Four in the specification: each of the sub-questions covers 
a different bullet point from the specification.

Q8 was a much more popular choice than Q7.

It was noticeable that many responses for Q7 and Q8 were not complete; candidates should 
be advised to spend about 20 minutes on each question.

b) Most candidates were able to state their own opinion as to whether or not Christians 
should help those who suffer in the UK, and then give reasons for it. Many were able to use 
examples to develop their reasons. Any reference to overseas help could not be credited 
because it did not answer the question. 

c) This question was well-answered by candidates, who had been taught about issues 
relating to the Ten Commandments as a guide for living (bullet point 5 in the specification). 
It was not well-answered by candidates who referred to the Golden Commandment as one 
of the Ten Commandments.

d) Some candidates left this question blank because they had run out of time. Most 
candidates were able to respond to the quote about judging others, and gave one or two 
reasons. Better responses referred to religious teachings, and weaker responses were very 
one-sided or gave examples, rather than reasons.

This is an example of a response that gains full marks.

2 marks

Fully-correct: uses the word promise instead of 
vows

Examiner Comments

Learn the glossary definitions given in the 
Edexcel specification.

Examiner Tip
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Question 8 (b)(c)(d)
This question is based on Section Four in the specification: each of the sub-questions covers 
a different bullet point from the specification.

Q8 was a much more popular choice than Q7.

It was noticeable that many responses for Q7 and Q8 were not complete; candidates should 
be advised to spend about 20 minutes on each question.

b) Most candidates were able to state their own opinion as to whether or not Christians 
should help those who suffer in the UK, and then give reasons for it. Many were able to use 
examples to develop their reasons. Any reference to overseas help could not be credited 
because it did not answer the question. 

c) This question was well-answered by candidates, who had been taught about issues 
relating to the Ten Commandments as a guide for living (bullet point 5 in the specification). 
It was not well-answered by candidates who referred to the Golden Commandment as one 
of the Ten Commandments.

d) Some candidates left this question blank because they had run out of time. Most 
candidates were able to respond to the quote about judging others, and gave one or two 
reasons. Better responses referred to religious teachings, and weaker responses were very 
one-sided or gave examples, rather than reasons.

This is an example of a response that gains full marks.

2 marks

Fully-correct: uses the word promise instead of 
vows

Examiner Comments

Learn the glossary definitions given in the 
Edexcel specification.

Examiner Tip
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b)  4 marks 
Personal opinion, supported by two developed reasons 
 
Christians helping others helps Jesus, developed by: quote from Parable of the Sheep and Goats 
Should help others if they would want to be helped, developed by: Golden Rule

c)  Level 4 — 8 marks 
Four brief reasons 
 
Direct word of God given in Old Testament 
Good moral codes 
Leads to salvation 
Life is better by Commandments (childhood example given) 

di)  3 marks 
Three simple reasons 
 
Jesus said not to judge 
Because of the Golden Rule 
Should not judge unless we have not sinned

dii)  3 marks 
Three simple reasons 
 
Judgement of criminals 
Hold people to account 
It is human nature

Total: 18 marks

Examiner Comments

d) Candidates may use development and examples in d) sub-questions, 
to improve their answers.

Examiner Tip
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This is an example of a candidate who did not develop their responses on the  
b) sub-question, and did not gain maximum results as a result.
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b)  2 marks 

Two brief reasons 
 
Following the commandment to love others 
Following in footsteps of Jesus who helped

c)  Level 4 — 8 marks 
Four brief reasons  
 
Do not kill is against the law 
Believe in one God as basis of Christianity 
Not commit adultery, as should love one another 
Jesus used them as a guide

di)  3 marks 
Personal opinion, which is required but not credited, one developed and one simple reason  
 
Jesus said only people who do no wrong can judge, developed by reference to the teaching 
Only the “Trinity“ can judge

dii)  3 marks 
Three simple reasons 
 
Judges need to judge criminals 
Magisterium needs to judge for a new Pope 
Examiners need to judge

Total: 16 marks

Examiner Comments

b) Candidates should separate their two reasons by 
using a new paragraph for each one.

Examiner Tip
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b) Candidates should separate their two reasons by 
using a new paragraph for each one.

Examiner Tip
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice.

• There is a choice of two questions per section, each as four sub-questions. Candidates 
can either attempt the sub-questions in the top questions (odd numbers) or the sub-
questions in the bottom question (even numbered). Candidates who choose questions 
from a mixture of the top and bottom questions will not receive marks for all their 
questions and as such are at a clear disadvantage

• Candidates are asked to indicate which question they have answered by crossing in a 
square at the top of the paper. Some candidates did not do this. Candidates should be 
reminded to do this as part of examination preparation

• Space on the examination paper. The amount of lines given is more than adequate 
for candidates to achieve maximum marks; there is no need for candidates to write 
more than this. If candidates write more than can be inserted into the allocated linage 
they are using up too much time on that particular question and inevitably will place 
themselves at a disadvantage later in the paper. Almost all of the candidates who used 
extra paper had already achieved maximum marks on that question. Any candidate 
who needs extra space can use the space allocated to other questions, as long as they 
indicate clearly on their paper that this is what they have done

• Timing. There was a number of candidates who did not complete the final section this 
year, due to timing difficulties. Candidates should be encouraged to spend about twenty 
minutes per question, leaving ten minutes to check through work at the end of the paper

• The paper is marked by examiners on a computer screen. Candidates are asked to write 
using a black pen. This is important so that clear images are reproduced

Some general points can be made on how best to answer the various question types: 

• Maximum marks on the (a) questions are easily gained by learning the Edexcel glossary 
definitions in Appendix 4 of the specification. Candidates who had learnt the glossary 
wording performed to a high standard

• Only the candidate’s point of view is credited in (b) questions: there is no point in 
explaining other people’s views in this question. The easiest way to gain full marks is 
for candidates to concentrate on stating their opinion. They should write two separate 
reasons for it, each in a distinct paragraph. They should develop each of the reasons 
with an example or a quote. Candidates who are taught to say why people disagree with 
their opinion in b) questions are severely disadvantaged

(c)  Questions test AO1 and so are likely to ask for candidates to ‘Explain why’ or to ‘Explain 
how’

• Many of the d) questions this year produced interesting answers. However, candidates 
should ensure that they start by stating their own view and reasons for it in di) and state 
reasons why someone might hold a different view in dii), rather than confusing the two 
halves. At least one of the reasons given in either di) or dii) must be explicitly Christian, 
to go beyond three marks

• There are four extra marks added for spelling punctuation and grammar (SPaG). There 
were four marks added to Section One. Information on this has been sent to all centres

• Teachers who would like to learn more about the specification, and this year’s 
examination in particular, should attend one of the online Edexcel feedback ‘Insets’, 
which can be booked through the Edexcel website. Specific queries can be answered 
through Ask the Expert, which is also found on the Edexcel website

There are also many free insets for the new specifications and it is strongly advised that 
centres attend one of these to find out about the specifications and gain understanding of 
the how the new papers will be assessed.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:

http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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